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From the International Center for Abduction Research? FAQ section: What
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abduction-like experiences,
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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
++ Scott Johnson’s Comment: This current study is essentially the third part of a
teaching I started back in September of 2015. These previous studies would be
useful to listen to (in the order listed below) before hearing this current one,
especially if you are unfamiliar with this type of information.
Part 1 – Mega Study – Strong Delusion – Wickedness Increasing – Alien UFO
Disclosure Agenda – Evil Giants Waking – CERN – Nephilim – Ascended Masters
September 14th, 2015
Part 2 – Mega Study – Strong Delusion – Wickedness Increasing – Alien UFO
Disclosure Agenda – Evil Giants Waking – CERN – Nephilim – Ascended Masters
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Independence Day Resurgence Depicts Elements of Alien Disclosure
May 5, 2016--A video is now circulating to
promote the upcoming June 20 release of
the Independence Day sequel:
Resurgence. There are key elements in the
video which suggest a “soft disclosure”
agenda – preparing the public for official
announcements of the existence of
advanced antigravity spacecraft that can
defend Earth against hypothetical alien
threats.
Play: President Ronald Reagan mentions Alien Threat at Fallston_ UN & National
Strategy Forum
The video pays tribute to the fictional 1996 attack by extraterrestrials on Earth
depicted in the original Independence Day movie. The video lauds historic global
efforts by nations to unify in forming a global defense force called “Earth Space
Defense”, whose job is to defend Earth from future attacks.
A photo from 1998 shows actual world leaders at the time, Jean Chretien (Canada),
Francois Mitterrand (France), Boris Yeltsin (Russia), and Tony Blair (Britain), standing
alongside the hypothetical U.S. leader, President Thomas Whitmore.
Now 20 years later, a new extraterrestrial threat is emerging, but in the meantime
Earth has created fleets of antigravity space fighters, a military base on the moon,
killer satellites, and many other advanced weapons based on recovered alien

technologies from the 1996 attack. Earth is apparently ready to defend against a
renewed alien threat.
<< Screenshot from video
showing antigravity spacecraft
of the Earth Defense Force
While Resurgence is likely to
be another in another long line
of Hollywood blockbusters
depicting extraterrestrial life as
an existential threat to
humanity, there is an element
of “soft disclosure” based on
actual events in it as well.
Based on the preceding analysis, a remarkable conclusion emerges. The world public
is being subconsciously conditioned, through fiction, to accept the reality of
advanced fleets of antigravity spacecraft reverse engineered from crashed alien
craft, futuristic space weapons, and a unified global space command secretly
established in the 1990’s under the auspices of the United Nations.
http://exopolitics.org/independence-day-resurgence-depicts-elements-of-aliendisclosure/
The History of the Book Of Enoch
About the Book of Enoch:
We first learn of Enoch in Genesis 5 but it leaves us with questions. Hebrews 11 has
the answers and Jude quotes Enoch!
How did Jude come to know the words of Enoch? They are not in the Bible. The answer
of course, is The Book of Enoch. A book which is actually quoted not only by Jude, but
also James the natural brother of Jesus, & by Peter. The quote in (Jude 14-15) & (1
Enoch 1:9) reads as follows: “In the seventh (generation) from Adam Enoch also
prophesied these things, saying: ‘Behold, the Lord came with his holy myriads, to
execute judgment on all, and to convict all the ungodly of all their ungodly deeds
which they have committed in such an ungodly way, and of all the harsh things
which ungodly sinners spoke against him’.”
What is the Book of Enoch and where did it come from?
Enoch was the grandfather of Noah. This makes it possible for the Book to have
survived the flood as its not too hard to accept that Noah would have taken his Great
Grandfathers writings with him onto the ark.
The Book of Enoch was extant centuries before the birth of Christ and yet is
considered by many to be more Christian in its theology than Jewish. It was considered
scripture by many early Christians. The earliest literature of the so-called “Church
Fathers” is filled with references to this mysterious book.
Second and Third Century “Church Fathers” like Justin Martyr & Irenaeus make
use of the Book of Enoch. Tertullian (160-230 C.E) even called the Book of Enoch “Holy
Scripture”. The Ethiopic Church even added the Book of Enoch to its official

canon. It was widely known and read the first three centuries after Christ. This and
many other books became discredited after the Council of Laodicea. And being under
ban of the authorities, afterwards it gradually passed out of circulation.
This book explains the origins of demons, UFOs, fallen angels, & other mysteries,
which is the reason for it been banned by previous generations. Having said that,
this book was not meant for previous generations, but for our generation of
today. Find out why, as you now get to hear across centuries what Enoch had to
say. http://bookofenoch.ueuo.com/thebookofenoch.htm
Recommended Book of Enoch with KJV Cross References
The Book of Enoch by Ronald K. Brown (Hardcover - Jan 3,
2000)
http://www.bookmasters.com/marktplc/02879.htm#order
Or, if need be, here is the Amazon link:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/096757370X?ref_=cm_lmf_
img_15
**Christian readers will no doubt prefer and appreciate Pastor
Ron Brown's fine work. Published by a Baptist theological press, almost every
page of this edition is cross-referenced with over 300 King James scriptures, Old
and New Testaments.
Dr. Johnson’s Comment: The Book on Enoch is referenced/quoted in the book of
Jude (see below) but I always preface (when dealing with the book of Enoch) that it is
not Scripture (Not a Canonical Text). I only recommend the version listed above with
the over 300 KJV cross references that confirms the Bible.
Jud
And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying,
1:14
Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousands of his saints,
Jud
To execute judgment upon all, and to convince all that are ungodly among
1:15
them of all their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all
their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against him.
Compare this with Enoch 1:9 which says: "And behold! He cometh with ten thousands
of His holy ones To execute judgement upon all, And to destroy all the ungodly: And to
convict all flesh Of all the works of their ungodliness which they have ungodly
committed, And of all the hard things which ungodly sinners have spoken against Him."
The Book of Enoch listed above also references other parts of the Bible where this
verse is fulfilled:
Rev
19:11

¶And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon
him [was] called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and
make war.

Rev
19:12
Rev
19:13
Rev
19:14

His eyes [were] as a flame of fire, and on his head were many crowns; and
he had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself.
And he [was] clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called
The Word of God.
And the armies [which were] in heaven followed him upon white horses,
clothed in fine linen, white and clean.

Scott Johnson talks about the book of Enoch here:
_Cloning & DNA Manipulation (1) – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3
_Cloning & DNA Manipulation (2) – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3
++ As Great Deception Nears And “Aliens” Prepare Their Arrival, Ridley Scott’s
New Movie ‘ALIEN: COVENANT’ Shows ET’s Destroying Militant’s Arm Patch
Depicting Aliens Possessing The Ark Of The Covenant
May 1, 2016--Just in case there was any
doubt that Ridley Scott intends for his
new movie “Alien: Covenant” to
reference a supposed covenant with a
god; the first photo from the upcoming
Prometheus sequel should dispel it. Our
first look at “Alien: Covenant” reveals the
arm patch (from the Covenant’s colony
ship’s mission) to the decimated by the
home world of the Engineers. Featured
prominently on the patch is the Ark of
the Covenant. According to legend,
the gold-plated acacia wood chest destroyed cities, decimated armies and made
rivers dry up in advance of the Israelite army. So what does the Ark of the
Covenant have to do with Alien: Covenant or the future sci-fi plot of
Prometheus?
The original Prometheus introduced us to the Engineers, an alien race, who created
humans and later decided to destroy humans. Comment: They are called engineers
because they supposedly engineered humanity. .
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
End Time Current Events: 6-24-12–Part 1
Table of Contents:
 Prometheus the Movie Exposed– Prometheus’s Fire, Alien Gods and
Pandora’s Box of tricks
End Time Current Events: 4-1-12–Part 2
Table of Contents:
 The Hunger Games” – Satanic Ritual for Teens
 Secrets of the New Prometheus Film Leaked!
 Ezekiel Study and a Alex Jones rebuke
 Transhumanism, Vaccinations, DNA and Corrupting the Seed of Mankind
 Cloning, DNA Manipulation & Corrupting The Seed
 The “Ancient Astronaut” Lie: The Shocking Origin of the “Intelligent
Design” Theory
 The Intelligent Design LIE
 The UFO Phenomenon: The Next Great Challenge for the Church?
-----------------------The official description for Alien: Covenant sheds a little more light:

“Ridley Scott returns to the universe he created in “Alien” with: “Alien:
Covenant”, the second chapter in a prequel trilogy that began with Prometheus —
and connects directly to Scott’s 1979 seminal work of science fiction. Bound for a
remote planet on the far side of the galaxy, the crew of the colony ship Covenant
discovers what they think is an uncharted paradise, but is actually a dark, dangerous
world — whose sole inhabitant is the “synthetic” David, survivor of the doomed
Prometheus expedition.”
Scott later confirmed that the “uncharted paradise” is actually the homeworld of
the Engineers. “It’s going to be its own separate thing because they are going to the
planet of the Engineers and they are going to see what happened there. It was a
disaster,” Scott said.
It seems the Engineers made a covenant with the dark death god, Science. Science
provided them great power and lots of black goo, which they used to seed life around
the galaxy, including on Earth. Unfortunately, while this covenant brought them
power, it also lead to their doom after they created the perfect killing machine: the
alien xenomorph. As near as I can figure, that’s the Covenant of Alien: Covenant. The
Covenant human ship will be in search of a new world, where humanity can build
a new paradise away from our own environmental disasters on Earth. But will the
new planet turn out to be a false idol? Well, it is overrun with deadly aliens…
(READ MORE)
Awakened Stasis Giants Secretly Located & Imprisoned by Global Elite
April 2, 2016 Giants that have
been in hibernation in
“stasis chambers” for
thousands of years are
awakening, and are being
sought out by elite military
forces, according to several
independent sources. After
being located, awakened
giants are allegedly being
captured and held hostage
by powerful global elite
groups that do not want the
rest of humanity to learn the
truth.
Secret space program
whistleblower, Corey Goode, was among the first to publicly disclose the
existence of “stasis chambers” that were holding perfectly preserved giants for
thousands of years. In an August 4, 2015 interview on the popular show, Cosmic
Disclosure, Goode discussed how he had accessed information on “smart-glass
pads” during his covert service about these sleeping giants and the technology
of the stasis chambers that were preserving them.
Goode said:

When I was in the program, the Secret Space Program, when I would have time to sit
and look at the smart-glass pad, there was lots of information that I looked at. And one
of them was that there were beings that they found underneath the surface of
Earth, underneath…usually underneath mountains, burial mountains… Indian
burial mounds that were not dead, but weren’t quite alive. They called them
“stasis beings”. And it turned out that had used a technology that had been there
long prior from this group they called the “ancient builder race”… So, it didn’t put
the beings in stasis that a lot of us would think of; as in being frozen. But it just
changed the way they experienced time.… they would probably go to sleep for
maybe 20 minutes, and thousands of years or so would pass by.…
Goode described the size of the beings found in the stasis chambers when they
were first discovered in the 19th century, all over the planet:
And to look down in, they saw these very tall beings, or very large giant humans
with reddish beards…. these tall, red-headed, red beard groups were in Europe
and South and North America. And apparently, at one time, they had a very large
area that they ruled.
Goode gave examples of stasis chambers that had been found around the world.
Some were still operating with different modern human groups that had learned
to use the technology, while others had been damaged and the beings in stasis
had died as a result.
This video was recorded in 2008 and features an alleged stasis being – not a giant
– discovered in the Kurdistan region of Iran. For the videos and analysis, click
here.
According to Goode, once located, the stasis giants were kept hidden, and any that
awakened would join others and not be allowed to interact with the general
public.
According to Stephen Quayle, who has written several books about giants, elite U.S.
military forces have been stationed around the world, including trouble spots such as
Afghanistan, to locate the giants. Quayle cites elite military personnel who have spoken
about battles with the giants.
During one of Quayle’s radio interviews on Coast to Coast AM, one of his military
informants called in and told the audience about an incident in Afghanistan
involving a deadly encounter between a 12 foot giant and U.S. Special Forces.
The informant claimed that the giant had killed nine members of an elite team
sent to capture it, and it took a second team to arrive and finally kill the giant.
Quayle uses biblical sources to support his analysis of giants and what they
mean for humanity in the current era. Basically, he views them as the biblical
“Nephilim”, who are the offspring of demonic entities that are hostile to humanity.
The Nephilim/giants, according to Quayle, were predicted to re-emerge during the
end times, and be restored to power by the corrupt global elite.
In his book, Longwalkers: Return of the Nephilim, Quayle provides a fiction based
on fact version of what the elite have planned:
Before history, giants and fallen angels ruled the Earth as gods – until mankind
revolted in a colossal battle, banishing the bloodthirsty creatures. But now
Joshua Kincaid has made an alarming discovery: Some of the giants are still
alive, kept in secret underground caverns in suspended animation, waiting to be

revived. Worse, a secret society operating outside the law is intent on bringing
the monsters back to life and restoring the creatures as rulers of mankind.
Part 1--Play to 2:17: Giants, Super Soldiers, and the Days of Noah - Steve Quayle
& Tim Alberino
** Testimony of the Solomon Island Giants regarding the book by Marius
Boirayon titled: Solomon Island Mysteries—Accounts of Giants, UFO’s in the
Solomon Islands
++ Part 2--Play from 2:17 to 13:29: Giants, Super Soldiers, and the Days of Noah Steve Quayle & Tim Alberino
Interestingly, Quayle’s sources have confirmed that giants have been preserved
in “stasis chambers,” for extended periods, and are now awakening. This is
consistent with what Goode discovered on the smart-glass pads.
Another independent source has come forward to discuss the motivations of “stasis
giants,” and how they are being found and treated by covert special forces
personnel. “Cobra” (a pseudonym) claims to be both an extraterrestrial contactee
and an operative for a global resistance movement that dates back to 1975.
While there is controversy over Cobra’s identity and activities, he has released much
information that is very accurate in terms of my own independent research into secret
space programs and visitation by extraterrestrial life. His information, therefore,
deserves careful consideration.
In a March 21 interview, Cobra spoke about stasis giants and provides an
additional source of information about their activities. In the interview, he
responded to a series of questions concerning stasis giants:
Richard – Thank you. There are many reports of dormant giants being discovered and
awakening in caverns around the world. Are these claims accurate?
COBRA – Yes, some of those claims are accurate. Those giants are put into
stasis in special chambers which are triggered by a certain vibrational
frequency…those chambers get triggered and those beings then are then
awakened from hibernation and many such cases have been taking place lately
around the world. Militaries of most countries or shall we say of the major
countries have been suppressing that from the mass population. And whenever
that happens the military went there and just suppress the whole thing. And yes
it was happening quite much lately.
Richard – That’s amazing. Are they a positive nature these giants?
COBRA – Most of them yes, but some of them no.
Cobra’s information about the motivation of the giants is very significant since clearly
such beings are physically very powerful, and also hold much information about past
civilizations. Comment: Oh I bet like how Jesus Christ is not the son of God &
His death burial and resurrection never happened & as a result Christian’s are
totally deceived and all religions are equal, but are all moving in the same
positive direction and we are all gods and just need to prepare to fill our role as
gods by transitioning from the Old World Order into the New World Order.
In conclusion, there is broad agreement between Goode, Quayle and Cobra that
awakened giants are being actively sought after by elite global groups and

special military forces all over the world. When captured, they are taken to secret
detention facilities.
The information awakened stasis giants have about ancient human civilizations,
advanced technologies and extraterrestrial life deserves to be publicly released as soon
as possible, and not withheld to further the interest of global elites who may be seeking
ways to manipulate these giant captives.
http://exopolitics.org/awakened-stasis-giants-secretly-located-imprisoned-by-globalelite/
Comments
LAF April 2, 2016 at 12:32 pm | #
About 10 years ago, when pictures of unearthed giants were first circulated on
the internet, immediately there were many who discounted it all as a hoax. That
alone seemed to be confirmation that these giants existed/exist. And the wellknown fact that for years the Smithsonian has been destroying large bones is
another confirmation – it’s criminal that the Smithsonian, of all institutions, would
do this and only emphasizes the cabal’s control and how important this discovery
is to them.
The movie “Prometheus” clearly lays out the narrative that the cabal would have
us believe about giants in stasis and humanity’s origin (and demise).
DISCOVER MAGAZINE Upcoming Issue Dedicated To Great Deception Scenario
Where, In The Near Future, Earth Is Invaded By Aliens And Questions
Surrounding “God And Religion” Become
The Top Issue Dividing Earth’s Faiths
Comment: Notice all the not so subtle
conditioned going on this report was from
the Mormon dominated Salt Lake Tribune.
In the upcoming issue of the mainstream
Discover magazine, scientists explore the
possibility of Earth being contacted by
technologically superior extraterrestrials who
don’t necessarily arrive with good intentions.
We would be in a lot of trouble. Frankly, we
would be in a lot of trouble even if they
showed up with relatively benign motives.
How would their appearance affect the various religious faiths on Earth?
Give it a think. Suppose Earth in its entirety were regarded the same way
Europeans once regarded the New World — a place to be settled with no real
thought given to how that affects the existing inhabitants. That’s how various
religions have spread their faith and customs all over the world. Why couldn’t the
same thing happen to human beings in general? We could all be forced to
convert to a faith that requires we not only intermarry with the astro-bugs but
also eat our firstborn on the Day of Consumption.
For most people, the idea of space creatures coming to Earth and commingling
with humanity is impossible. God would never allow this to happen. If God has

other intelligent creations out there, they aren't going to look like roaches, lizards
or squids.
Says who? In the 2,000 years Christians have been waiting for the Second Coming, a
lot has happened that no one previously thought possible.
Nobody in the sixth century thought human beings would ever get off this rock, much
less send a message beyond our solar system. We're God's only form of intelligent life.
Most religions base this xenophobic view of extraterrestrial life on the promised
reappearance of God long before the world ever gets mixed up in something so bizarre.
If the new arrivals don't immediately kill and eat us in the name of their God, another big
question for me is, what sort of accommodations would we have to make to incorporate
them into our religious beliefs?
My own church would have some serious re-correlation to do. How would Mormons
explain eternal families to a race of super-spiders?
It isn't just Mormons. Could a mollusk convert to Judaism? What about Muslims and our
new overlords from the distant galaxy Hogmorphia-18?
Catholics would certainly be alarmed to discover that Earth's dominant religion now
skips transubstantiation altogether and goes straight to eating people for Mass.
Let's not forget atheists, who might be feeling a little smug right now. Imagine their
surprise when they hear, "Listen up, dummy. Not only ARE there gods, they're us
(the aliens). Now get on your knees."
I'm not saying any of this will happen. I'm saying it might. Most of us already
believe in things even more incredible. There's a lot of weirdness out there.
We can have all the faith we want, but we won't know for sure until after something does
or doesn't happen. My advice is to watch the sky. And be flexible.
Comment what wonderfully Biblically advise!!!!:
Never give up on Jesus Christ and never deny him no matter what deception is
set before you, but many will be deceived:
Matthew 24:24: "For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect."
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them
were two hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment."
I Thessalonians 5:6: "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch
and be sober."
Luke 21:8: "And he (Jesus) said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and the time draweth near: go ye not
therefore after them."
II Corinthians 4:4: "In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them
which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image
of God, should shine unto them."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
John 8:31-32: Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye
continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; And ye shall know the
truth, and the truth shall make you free.

I Timothy 4:1&2: "Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some
shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of
devils; Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot
iron..."
Regarding the end times the Word of God states in II Thes. 2: 7-12: "For the
mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be
taken out of the way. And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord
shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness
of his coming: Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all
power and signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the
truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong
delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be damned who
believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness."
++ Clinton Campaign
Chair: ‘The American
People Can Handle
The Truth’ On UFOs
Asked if there is
evidence of alien life,
Podesta said, “That’s
for the public to
judge once they’ve
seen all the evidence that the U.S. government has.” When it came to his own
beliefs about beings from outer space, Podesta said, “There are a lot of planets
out there.” And he made clear: “The American people can handle the truth.”
"The U.S. government could do a much better job in answering the quite
legitimate questions that people have about what's going on with unidentified
aerial phenomena," Podesta said.
Podesta has made his interest in the possibility of alien life and conspiratorial
leanings toward Area 51 well known. During his time serving in the Obama
administration, Podesta tweeted, "Finally, my biggest failure of 2014: Once again
not securing the #disclosure of the UFO files. #thetruthisstilloutthere cc:
@NYTimesDowd."
Clinton herself pledged in January to "get to the bottom" of whether rumors of
U.S. contact with extraterrestrial life were true.
From CNN Play: http://www.cnn.com/2016/04/07/politics/john-podesta-hillaryclinton-ufo
Inner Earth Beings Take First Step to Openly Reveal Themselves to Humanity
Written by Dr Michael Salla on
April 27, 2016
Several ancient civilizations hidden
in the subterranean regions of
Earth have taken the first steps

towards revealing themselves to surface humanity, according to secret space program
whistleblower, Corey Goode. In the April 26 episode of Cosmic Disclosure, Goode
provided more detailed information about an encounter with Inner Earth
civilizations, which he initially described in a January 14 update on his website.
Watch at: http://www.gaia.com/video/inner-earth-update
Goode began by citing his early January 2016 visit to a futuristic underground city
belonging to an Inner Earth civilization, and for the first time he identified them as
the “Anshar,” who have existed a staggering 18 million years. Goode said he could
feel the excitement among the city’s inhabitants over the news that their leaders
had decided to change an established policy
of strict separation, and make preparations
to openly reveal themselves to surface
humanity.
The changed policy, Goode stated, emerged out
of a December 2015 meeting held at a secret
base in the Kuiper Asteroid Belt, where
representatives of an alliance of seven Inner
Earth civilizations met with a representative
of the Sphere Being Alliance.
On previous occasions, Goode has described
the Sphere Being Alliance as a race that has
have transformed relations between different
secret space programs and extraterrestrial
civilizations operating in our and adjacent solar
systems.
All the Inner Earth civilizations revere the Sphere Being Alliance as a very ancient race,
described as “the Builders,” who were responsible for creating the first
civilizations on Earth and elsewhere in our Solar System. (Comment I wonder if
these Builders could be the “Engineers” Ridley Scott is referring to in his movies)
Goode has also previously described Ancient Builder technologies as being
dispersed all over the Earth and the solar system. These mysterious technologies
are highly sought after by different extraterrestrial groups.
For many millennia, if not millions of years, the Sphere Being Alliance has
apparently not made contact with the Inner Earth civilizations, but has chosen to
do so now. Their only condition appears to be that they have appointed Goode to be
their intermediary with the Inner Earth civilizations, as well as with all other groups.
Therefore, Goode was present at the Kuiper Belt meeting to witness the Sphere Being
Alliance representative, where a 10 foot tall being, telepathically chastised the Inner
Earth civilizations who had “not been proper stewards” of the planet Earth.
Goode provided a graphic of the encounter which shows the meeting as it
occurred at the secret Kuiper Belt base.
The Inner Earth beings were confused and anxious over what they had been told,
according to Goode. He speculated that the Inner Earth representatives had been
informed that their long time policy of deceiving surface humanity about their existence,
and maintaining a strict policy of separation had not been appropriate to their role as
planetary custodians.

Apparently, this led to great concern over the merits of revealing themselves to
surface humanity, who are considered dangerous and unpredictable. This
consequently led to a split among the seven civilizations, who had briefly formed
an Inner Earth Alliance as Goode described in his September 23, 2015 report.
Three of the civilizations subsequently decided to break away from the Alliance and
maintain their separation policy. They would do so by stepping up their counterintelligence (deception) operations with surface humans in order to remain hidden.
The other four civilizations in turn decided to follow the advice of the Sphere
Being Alliance and take active steps to start revealing themselves to humanity.
One of the first resulting steps taken was to stop falsely telling human
‘channelers’, who they had established telepathic communications with, that they
were extraterrestrials. The new policy meant revealing that they were actually
humans from the Earth’s interior.
Coincidentally, on January 17, 2016, three days after Goode’s initial report on his
Inner Earth visit, a popular channeler of the “Galactic Federation” and “Ashtar
Command”, Greg Giles, released an update on having been deceived about
channeling extraterrestrials as he first believed. Instead, he says he had
discovered that he was being fooled by a military group using “Voice of God”
technology.
Presumably, this would change in the future, at least for some of these
civilizations, in how they respectively conduct themselves with surface humanity.
It’s worth pointing out that there have been a number of individuals who have claimed to
have physically met with or been in telepathic communications with Inner Earth
civilizations. These include well known South American contactees such as Ricardo
Gonzales and Luis Fernando Mostajo, who I have personally met and communicated
with for nearly a decade now.
Presumably, with the changes described by Goode; cases of physical contact or
telepathic communications with Inner Earth civilizations like the Anshar may rise
in number quite quickly.
Goode believes that direct contact between surface humanity and Inner Earth
beings is likely to occur before extraterrestrial races start to
openly make contact. This appears to be a very logical way to
proceed.
In my book, Insiders Reveal Secret Space Programs and
Extraterrestrials, I have provided extensive documentation,
supporting whistleblower testimonies, and circumstantial
evidence that leads to the conclusion that Goode is being
truthful in his ground breaking disclosures.
More recently, Goode’s revelations have been confirmed by a
former Navy Intelligence operative during World War II, and four
decade veteran of the aerospace industry, William Tompkins.
Consequently, I have no reason to doubt the accuracy of Goode’s latest
revelations about meetings with representatives of Inner Earth civilizations, and
the new policies that have been implemented in accord with recent
developments.

It is entirely understandable that there is considerable trepidation by some of the
Inner Earth groups over the dangerous and warlike policies of national elites
running affairs on the surface of our planet. Thankfully, as the internet facilitates the
rest of humanity awakening to the truth about secret space programs and
extraterrestrial life, we will be better able to make national and global elites accountable
for their policies.
Most importantly, it is unlikely that aggressive policies at a national or global level
will be permitted once the rest of humanity learns the truth about the extent of
deception that has been perpetrated upon it. We can, therefore, have great
confidence that as Inner Earth civilizations reveal themselves, they will be warmly
greeted by the vast majority of humanity and not subjected to war-like policies by
unrestrained national elites.
“Inner Earth Update” on Cosmic Disclosure available here
 Inner Earth Civilizations Embark on Negotiations to End Isolation from
Humanity
Rock Star Receives Official Support for UFO Full Disclosure
May 2, 2016 Tom DeLonge,
former lead vocalist for Blink-182,
recently came forward to publicly
announce that he is receiving
covert support from senior
officials in the U.S. military
industrial complex to reveal the
truth about UFOs to the world’s
youth. DeLonge says that he has
assembled a team of ten advisors
who have leadership positions in
various U.S. military services, corporations and government bodies, who are
giving him information about the “deep black” world of highly compartmentalized
advanced technology projects.
During his musical career with Blink-182 (1992 – 2015) and Angels & Airwaves,
DeLonge has produced hit albums whose total sales number nearly 30 million. His
Twitter page, which currently features a Nazi UFO, has over 650,000 followers. It is
DeLonge’s broad appeal to the Millennial generation that allowed him to successfully
pitch his transmedia proposal for cooperation with leaders of “deep black” projects
related to UFOs and antigravity technologies.
On March 27, DeLonge appeared on Coast to Coast Radio where he first publicly
disclosed his involvement in the initiative. This was followed by the April 5 release of
Sekret Machines, a fiction based on fact book co-authored with A.J. Hartley. A
non-fiction book describing the technologies and historical events is scheduled
to be released soon as well. In all, DeLonge plans to release three fiction and
three non-fiction books which will reveal all in his “full disclosure” initiative.
In his radio interview and book, De Longe described how the extraordinary
cooperation between U.S. military, corporate and government officials, and
himself began in early 2015. This opportunity emerged by chance after DeLonge

was approached and agreed to speak at a corporate event honoring the head of a
major aerospace company, where he made it a condition that he could privately
talk with this industry leader for five minutes afterwards, which was agreed upon.
DeLonge made a pitch for the corporate official to help in an initiative to disclose to
the world’s youth the truth about classified UFO technology projects. Citing the
readily available version of the history of UFOs, DeLonge said that many conspiracy
websites had unfairly demonized the U.S. military industrial complex. In his view, the
pioneering “secret machines” being secretly developed were ground breaking, and
those involved in developing antigravity and other advanced technologies were unsung
American heroes. Their stories and contributions, according to DeLonge, needed to be
told, so as to restore public confidence in government after “full disclosure”.
Comment: So of course this is just a PR propaganda campaign to paint the
wicked US government in a positive light prior to disclosure, so they will look like
“heroes” when this happens. I wonder if they are going to disclose how “heroic”
the Grenada Treaty was that our government entered into way back in 50’s; which
gave us access to most of this ‘wonderful’ reverses engineered technology, but
at what price!!??
See my Teaching:
Exposing The Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, Nephilim, Grenada TreatyPart 1July 20th, 2008
Exposing the Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, Nephilim, Grenada TreatyPart 2
Exposing The Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, The Nephilum & The
Grenada Treaty — Part 3
Exposing The Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens, UFO’s, The Nephilum & The
Grenada Treaty — Part 4
Exposing The Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens,
UFO’s, The Nephilum & The Grenada Treaty — Part
5
Exposing The Strong Delusion: E.T.’s, Aliens,
UFO’s, The Nephilum & The Grenada Treaty — Part
6
<< Dr. Patrick Murray shows you the same sons of god
of Genesis 6 will once again cause a strong delusion.
Dr. Murray will reveal the top-secret treaty Harry
Truman signed at Muroc Army Air Base by
Eisenhower's Administration, exchanging high
technology for rights. They will deceive and briefly
rule the world, pointing to the Antichrist as the
answer to earth's problems. All who have not already
received Jesus Christ as Lord will believe the lie and
be damned. God is sending a strong delusion for the last days - be prepared or risk
falling away. 2 hrs. 40 min.
Watch at: Exposing the Strong Delusion

Back to the main report: The corporate official was so impressed by DeLonge’s pitch
that he initiated an extraordinary set of meetings with other senior officials, who
eventually decided to support his “full disclosure” project. In Sekret Machines, DeLonge
describes what happened next:
I’ve had meetings in mysterious rooms far out in the desert. I’ve had meetings at
the highest levels of NASA. I have had conversations at research centers, think
tanks, and even on the phone connected to secret facilities. I’ve been introduced
to a man whom I call “the Scientist,” and another whom I call “the General.” And
there are many more of whom I cannot say much about... Each of these men has
all held, or currently holds, the highest offices of the military and scientific elite.
The point is, I have done it. I have assembled a team of men and women “in the
know.” And they all believe I am doing something of value, something worth their
time and yours.[Sekret Machines – Kindle Locations 95-100]
DeLonge has staked his professional reputation and career in coming forward to reveal
his participation in the officially backed UFO disclosure initiative. So far, he has said he
can’t name the officials, even though it has emerged that John Podesta, Hillary
Clinton’s campaign manager was interviewed for a follow-up video, which will be
released as part of his UFO disclosure initiative.
Podesta has held very senior positions with the Democratic Party, including Chief
of Staff for the Clinton White House. Podesta is on the record with multiple
attempts made during the Obama, Bush and Clinton administrations to promote
UFO disclosure.
However, Podesta is notoriously out of reach to most UFO researchers who have
repeatedly tried to interview him over the years, aside from a select few who have
the necessary gravitas meriting his cooperation. Now DeLonge has been added to
that select list, making plausible his key claim of having received official blessing for
UFO “full disclosure”.
It is therefore significant that at the same time that DeLonge has come forward with his
claims, Hillary Clinton has publicly stated that she will look seriously into the UFO issue,
and that in doing so she is fulfilling a pledge made to Podesta.
Clinton and Podesta’s efforts in promoting UFO disclosure go back to the first
Clinton administration (1993-2001), suggesting that DeLonge’s efforts, if
successful, will make Clinton and Podesta heroes in the eyes of the youth. That
will certainly help her Presidential campaign, which, to date, has not inspired the
youth vote.
What lends even more plausibility to DeLonge’s story is that on the back cover of Sekret
Machines, an endorsement appears from a retired U.S. Air Force General whose last
military assignment was Special Assistant to the Commander, Air Force Space
Command. Here is what Maj. General Michael Carey had to say:
Sekret Machines scratches at the surface of “who do” we trust with our classified
technology – certainly our adversaries are aware of our undertakings, as they are
doing the same, but what of our citizens, our politicians, even our own military.
Tom DeLonge and A.J. Hartley create a convincing narrative describing the “cat
and mouse” game that is timeless between strategic adversaries. It has existed
under the sea, on the surface of the earth and in its skies, why wouldn’t we believe it
occurs in space. Our military leaders have been saying space is a contested

environment for years now, perhaps we should believe them! -Maj. Gen. Michael
J. Carey
Why would a former Major General of the U.S. Air Force publicly support the UFO
disclosure initiative of a Rock Star if there was not clearance to do so and a
endgame?
Allowing the truth to emerge about UFOs, deep black projects, and a link to the covert
use of nuclear weapons, would certainly be a powerful motivation for Carey to publicly
endorse DeLonge’s book.
Tom DeLonge’s public announcements and book need to be taken very seriously
by all interested in full disclosure of UFOs and related “deep black” technology
projects such as antigravity propulsion.
Questions will arise over whether the information to be released by DeLonge
constitutes “full disclosure,” as opposed to a “partial disclosure” narrative where
vital information is withheld for illegitimate reasons.
Secret space program whistleblower, Corey Goode, claims that a partial disclosure
plan has been recently negotiated by elite factions. The plan is to hold back
information about extraterrestrial life currently interacting with Earth, and focus
instead on releasing some outdated “black world” technologies used by less classified
space programs, like the stealth space stations in Earth orbit, which will still be decades
ahead of what is now available to NASA and the general aerospace industry.
Is DeLonge’s multimedia project going to disclose the full truth, or only reveal
select elements of what has really been happening in the most highly classified
programs related to the UFO phenomenon? While his fictional book Sekret Machines
gives hints about what is being disclosed by DeLonge’s ten advisors, we will have to
wait for the release of his first and subsequent non-fiction books to get clear answers to
such questions.
Endorsements by Podesta and Carey for DeLonge’s disclosure initiative lends powerful
support to his core claim that senior members of the military industrial complex are
supporting UFO disclosure and the release of life changing technologies.
http://exopolitics.org/rock-star-receives-official-support-for-ufo-full-disclosure/
From: James
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 2016 10:41 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: ++ Listener Comment: New Nephilim Experience
I wanted to share this with you. This encounter happened during my three day fast. I
fasted from thurs at 6pm to sunday at 6pm without any food. We wanted to get some
estimates on some dry wall work at our home. So my wife called someone on friday
and they said they would be out on saturday around midday to look and see what we
needed to be done. So this man and his wife shows up around 3pm to look in our home
to see what we needed done. At first my wife was doing all the talking and I really did
not pay any attention. I then followed them down stairs with my wife to show them the
issues that we had. At this time I was not paying attention to anyone's eyes or anything.
I was just listening to my wife talk with them. Then when they were getting ready to
leave we walked them out to the front door. As soon as the woman got outside she
stopped on my porch and turned and looked at me telling me other types of work

they could do for me. She was about two feet away and I could see her eyes. Her
eyes were like slits of a reptile. The whole time I talked to her they did not
change. Then she and her husband left in their company van. I have not shared
this with my wife. She just can’t handle this stuff.
What is wild about all of this is I have seen several people face to face with slits in
their eyes. I have not told you of all the experiences that I have had because I
know you are extremely busy. What little I watch on tv which is very little. I see
slits in peoples eyes. It got to the point that I was studying so deeply on this that
I wanted to take a break and study something else. I even stopped looking at
peoples eyes in public. Then the Lord brings me back into it.
I am not going to say that in the past that every person I talked to had slits in their eyes.
A lot of people have normal eyes. However the people that do have slits in their
eyes the Lord brings me to them.
I will say I am to the point now that I have seen so many instances of slits in
peoples eyes that it is really no longer a wow factor.
God bless, James
From: James
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: More Encounters--When it rains it pours
I had another encounter today. I was like this is crazy. I sent you that email yesterday
about what the Lord is having me focus on and then at 4pm today. I went to do an
appointment for work outside of Richmond Va and the guy that answered the door
has reptile slits for pupils. He comes outside to talk with me and he still has the
slits. Then he turns his head for a second and then once he turns it back his
pupils are normal.
Then when I am finishing up outside of his home and I tell him from a distance that I am
done and I am getting ready to leave. He approaches me wanting to talk. As he
approaches me in the middle of his yard his eyes have reptile slits for the longest
time and then they change when I am about ready to leave. I talked to him in his
yard for 14 minutes. Is that crazy or what?
God bless, James
From: James
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 9:46 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: Another strange encounter
Thank you for sending the attachment. I believe in the future these Nephilim hybrids
are going to appear in various forms. I was in northern VA on Wednesday for work
and had a strange encounter. I went to this one lady's house for an appointment.
What was strange to me was her eyes when she opened the door. I could see the
whites of her eyes but everything else about her eyes was pitch black. I have
never seen this with anyone before. Working in northern VA I encounter people from
many different cultures but I have never seen a woman with eyes like this. When you
look at a normal persons eyes you see the pupil, the white part, and the iris. The iris
comes in different colors. This woman's eyes didn't have an iris. It was like the

white part of the eye was there and just an abnormally large pupil. Yet again with
this encounter I was two feet away from this woman. It was a clear sunny day.
I have been wrestling with this sense I saw it. Now I am just waiting to see what the
Lord will show me next.
It saddens me that people just don't know what is coming. They hear your
teachings but they just do not have the revelation yet. Christians are going to
suffer. Christians are going to have to seek the Lord's face daily and really trust
in Him. I believe the Lord is preparing His remnant for what is coming. I have
suffered financially and it seems like there is no end in sight. I have been hit with
it seems everything including the kitchen sink.
I believe the Lord is having His true remnant to endure hardness like what people in this
country have not seen. We need to get to a point where we are like who cares about
our 401ks, who cares about these worldly things and just look to the Most High. So
many people are not ready. I hear unbelievers say oh the economy is so good and
they enjoy all their riches and think it will last forever. People in general are
gonna have a rude awakening or they will get deeper in the delusion, to the point
that they will never see what's going on around them. I believe it is coming soon.
I am at a point in my life that I am like Lord use me however You want. I am not
going to be one of those people that holds onto things too long. I refuse to be
one of those people that holds onto a ministry to long. I am just letting go. If the
Lord wants me in the wilderness I will be in the wilderness alone with Him. If the
Lord wants me to minister or pray at a certain place, I am like Lord let your will
be done.
It just kills me all these people out here playing church. People only want to go so far.
They knew what they were getting into when they started to listen to you. On your list of
teachings it is there out in the front for everyone to see (Nephilim, aliens, UFOs,
Underground bases).
People really want to resist this truth because of FEAR. They can resist all they want
but the truth is the truth. The evidence proves there were Nephilim in the past and
it is obvious they are here today.
This is the problem that people like me and you face and will always face. Christians
will try to put me and you and others like us into a box. Society always wants to hate,
fear, persecute, and silence what they do not understand. It is no different with the
church today.
This is a concept that Christians need to understand but fail to do so. There are
different parts to the body of Christ and with different callings. Not everyone is called to
be like you or me. Churches today even in non501c3 churches instead of worshipping
the Lord Jesus people worship the pastor.
The pastor has become the high place that no one is supposed to touch. Just
like in the Old Testament Israel Godly kings would cleanse the temple and
destroy the alters, but a small few (only two I think) destroyed the high places.
The pastor is a high place for many. Christians in many ways are no different
than the Catholics with their pope. Christians have their pope and it is called the
pastor.
Another high place is the theory of the sons of Seth. It is clear the early church
believed in the Nephilim…I can't wait for disclosure!!!! God bless, James

Comment: From the Report Fallen Angels or Sethites we read: The strange events
recorded in Genesis 6 were understood by the ancient rabbinical sources, as well as the
Septuagint translators, as referring to fallen angels procreating weird hybrid
offspring with human women-known as the "Nephilim." So it was also understood
by the early church fathers. These bizarre events are also echoed in the legends
and myths of every ancient culture upon the earth: the ancient Greeks, the
Egyptians, the Hindus, the South Sea Islanders, the American Indians, and
virtually all the others.
However, many students of the Bible have been taught that this passage in
Genesis 6 actually refers to a failure to keep the "faithful" lines of Seth separate
from the "worldly" line of Cain. The idea has been advanced that after Cain killed
Abel, the line of Seth remained separate and faithful, but the line of Cain turned ungodly
and rebellious. The "Sons of God" are deemed to refer to leadership in the line of Seth;
the "daughters of men" is deemed restricted to the line of Cain. The resulting marriages
ostensibly blurred an inferred separation between them. (Why the resulting offspring
are called the Giants translated from the Hebrew word "Nephilim" remains
without any clear explanation by those holding to the Sons of Seth view.)
Since Jesus prophesied, "As the days of Noah were, so shall the coming of the
Son of Man be,"2 it becomes essential to understand what these days included.
Origin of the Sethite View
It was in the 5th century a.d. that the “fallen angel" interpretation of Genesis 6
was increasingly viewed as an embarrassment when attacked by critics.
(Furthermore, the worship of angels had begun within the Catholic church. Also,
celibacy had also become an institution of the Catholic church. The "angel" view
of Genesis 6 was feared as impacting these views.)
Celsus and Julian the Apostate used the traditional "fallen angel" belief to attack
Christianity. Julius Africanus resorted to the Sethite interpretation as a more
comfortable ground. Cyril of Alexandria also repudiated the orthodox "fallen
angel" position with the "line of Seth" interpretation. Augustine also embraced
the Sethite theory and thus it prevailed into the Middle Ages. It is still widely
taught today among almost all churches who find the literal "fallen angel" view a
bit too disturbing. There are many prominent Bible teachers who still defend this
view.
http://www.khouse.org/articles/1997/110/
Also see Scott Johnson’s Teaching:
Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin,
Warning & Bible Study–Part 1 September 5th, 2011
Nephilim, Sons of God, Fallen Angels, Demons, Evil Spirits, Tartaros, Sons of
Seth, Daughters of Cain, Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin,
Warning & Bible Study–Part 2
From: James
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 11:42 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: Alien Abductions

For far too long people have just viewed alien abductions as just some kind of
spiritual attack, but there is plenty of evidence of physical abductions. I have
studied for 20 years if not more on the physical abductions.
Comment: From the secular International Center for Abduction Research? FAQ
section:
What is the annual percentage of abductions out of the U.S.?
…We…know that about 2 percent (at least) of the American public have had
possible abduction-like experiences, but how many of those are actual abductees
has yet to be determined. We also know that thousands of people from around the
world have contacted UFO and abduction researchers indicating that they might
have had abduction events as well. The United States does not have a corner on
the abduction market. One thing is clear: this is a world-wide problem and
tremendous numbers of people might be involved with it.
Is there any way of preventing this from happening in the future?
Right now we have not been able to stop abductions. Some researchers have claimed
that through thought processes (e.g. prayer, negotiation, etc.) abductions have been
stopped or aborted. I have to emphasize that I have not been able to verify this. In
general, people do not know when they were abducted and if they do remember, the
memories tend to be very fragmentary. Thus, when an abduction starts, they may start
praying and then remember that the beings turned round and left. What they are
actually remembering is the first few seconds of the abduction and the last few
seconds. They have forgotten the two hours in the middle. That allows some
researchers to claim wrongly that the abductee "stopped" the abduction.
Comment: Funny how these secular organizations dealing with alien abductions
always fail to mention the one sure fire way to stop them. From CE4 Research we
read: Close Encounters of the Fourth Kind - Alien Abduction--The Unwanted
Piece of the UFO Puzzle
WARNING--The following information may change your preconceived notion of
the true nature of Alien Abductions and UFO’s. Enter at your own risk; you may
come away a changed person, many already have.
"In dealing with the mystery of UFO's, we are not on the lunatic fringe of theology.
Instead, we stand on your behalf in front line of battle. We are in defensive
warfare at a major point of assault on humanity." Dr. David Allen Lewis, Author,
UFO: End Time Delusion
The Research that even the UFO community doesn’t want you to see.
What you are about to see is probably the best kept secret in the UFO research
community. The following work is the culmination of 15 years of Alien Abduction
and UFO research by a group of researchers called CE4 Research Group. These
researchers took on one piece of the UFO puzzle as a research project. They have
done honest research into this strange and unusual phenomenon. They first
started with a hypothesis, collected the data and then attempted to share their
findings. The research group has to date worked with over 350 so called cases of
the Alien Abduction Experience.
http://www.alienresistance.org/ce4.htm
Also see over one hundred written and audio testimonies here:
http://www.alienresistance.org/ce4testimonies.htm

Back to James’ comments: The evidence is there to show this is real. Yet the
church says nothing. The churches response is:
1. Keep the subject of evil simple (what about all these people that are living this
nightmare)
2. Oh the ‘sons of God’ were the ‘sons of Seth’
3. Don't talk about evil to much because you are just giving Satan glory
I am tired of all these churches that are yoked up with Rome in one way or
another. If you follow the sons of Seth catholic doctrine guess what you are
yoked up with Rome.
God bless, James
From: James
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 10:43 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment on the Explosion of Crypto Zoological Creatures in
Recent Times
When I think about all this stuff like werewolves, dogmen, bigfoot, and what not, I
think of the treaty IKE signed with the aliens. This is just insane. It is amazing
the stories online about people being abducted by bigfoot and dogmen. When
hearing about abductions most people think about grey aliens, not bigfoot or
dogmen. It makes you wonder how many people out there are just keeping their
abduction encounters to themselves for fear of being ridiculed.
There is so much defilement and cross breeding and hybridization going on it
would blow people's minds. Like I said before I believe it’s just a belief that there
are breeding populations of Nephilim and now animal hybrids out there.
The NSA is reading all emails and I am sure this one as well. The government
knows all about these things. The government is protecting them. Not only
is this government but governments around the world are run by Nephilim or by
those that protect Nephilim.
The Man Who Fights Grey ETs
on His Land
<< actual undoctored image of
a grey alien--Image credit:
JohnEdmonds.info
John Edmonds was reluctantly
drawn into the world of aliens
and had to defend himself, his
family & his animals against
invading and hostile grey ETs.
This is the incredible story of
John Edmonds, a man who was
reluctantly drawn into the world of aliens when he purchased an Arizona ranch that –
unbeknown to him – was already the site of visitations from other-worldly or otherdimensional entities. Although he had appeared on Coast to Coast radio in 2009, John
recently came forward to Project Camelot (Kerry Cassidy) in 2 interviews (here and

here) to tell the fuller story of how he came to deal with the grey ETs invading his ranch
– including fighting them in self defense.
John Edmonds’ story is an astonishing one, even
for those already involved in UFO and alien
research. John claims that he has been
undergoing continuous encounters with grey
ETs for around 19 years, ever since he bought
his ranch, which he has called Stardust Ranch.
He has impressive proof too: a collection of
numerous photos, videos and even samples of
extraterrestrial body fluid. During the 2nd of the
Project Camelot interviews, a UFO appeared in the sky right near his ranch (image on
left). In this video excerpt (embedded above), you can see the proof yourself; a tiny grey
ET pokes its head around the corner at the 1:31 mark.
John has had to deal with these visiting greys acting in a very hostile manner towards
him and his animals, killing 3 of his dogs and mutilating other animals. John has had to
defend himself against these grey ETs who have caused physical harm to him and his
wife, often appearing at night while they were sleeping.
A central aspect of this story is the fact that John is very open about how
aggressive the greys have been towards him, his wife and his animals – and how
he felt compelled to fight back in self defense. You may recall that Phil Schneider
made similar claims about the hostile grey ETs he encountered (Phil also ended
up killing a grey in self defense, and sustained wounds from them). John writes:
“The assaults by these creatures were responded to in the most violent behavior I
could respond with because of weekly and some times daily confrontations
during which our home, ranch, horses and dogs were killed. Our bedroom as well
as our own bodies were assaulted leaving bleeding holes from syringe like
wounds. Large bruises on both myself and my wife in the inner thigh, lower
stomach, and upper shoulder areas has occurred on many occasions.”
John stresses that he never wanted to hurt or kill the greys, but the greys kept
mutilating and killing his animals, and harassing him and his wife. At a certain
point, John decided to take matters into his own hands by acquiring a samurai
sword. He has mortally wounded at least a few of these grey ETs, but he states
that the greys literally disappear when hurt. In John’s experience, the greys exist in
between dimensions, and not completely in this dimension, so they have the ability
to pull out of this dimension when they sense danger. In some cases, John has stabbed
a grey but it disappeared before it “died”. John theorizes that perhaps the greys cannot
be killed unless their head is taken off:
“If they feel safe, then they (the grey ETs) come completely into this dimension… I
have seen this time and again even after mortally wounding one with a Samurai
sword. Pierced by the sword with six inches of cold steel perforating the body
cavity and seemingly lifeless, the Gray alien still managed to disappear before I
could withdraw the weapon and chop off the head. My intention in removing the
head was to see if this would prevent it from disappearing. It is my hypothesis the
head controls the ability to control the dimensional transference between one

place and another. I had hoped to interrupt the process by diminishing the body
integrity.”
vv Example of cattle mutilation. Note the clean incisions which are not reminiscent of an
animal attack. Image credit: Aliens-everything-youwant-to-know.com
For decades UFO researchers have
claimed there was a strong correlation between
cattle mutilation and extraterrestrials. There
have been stories that the Secret Government
cut deals with certain ET groups, which
included allowing the ETs to experiment upon
cattle.
John’s case appears to be the definitive proof that
aliens are the ones responsible. John managed to
keep the bodily fluid of a grey ET after an
encounter where he wounded it. John states that he sent the fluid off to an independent
laboratory for testing in 2009 by an Amanda Nimke and a biophysicist forensic
researcher W.C. Levengood. They concluded that the sample was extraterrestrial in
origin, and did not come from any known terrestrial plant, animal or human:
“Numerous samples have been collected under correct forensic technique by several
skilled investigators and were sent to independent labs of high regard. All came back
with the same result that the proteins in the samples could not be identified as anything
they had seen before either plant or animal or human. One lab did add that the samples
sent to them did match the samples they had tested over the last 30 years of fluid
specimens they had tested from various cattle mutilations across the South West US.
They believed that there was a 100% compatibility that the two were from the same
creature(s). Finally a smoking gun that absolutely links cattle mutilations to alien life
forms. One scientist was extremely elated by the discovery!”
Levengood was extremely excited about the findings. He told John: “You have the
smoking gun. This is proof of alien life visiting Earth and links the [cattle
mutilation] phenomenon together positively!” The conclusion and its implications
are far reaching. John has been interviewed, questioned
and examined by many, such as “alien hunter” Derrel
Sims as well as CIA and governmental agents. The
question remains however: will this story get the
publicity it deserves? Or will it fall into obscurity, because
some simply can’t believe it, and others are warned off from
getting to close to the truth?
On that note, John did receive a visit from the Men in Black
– not the secret service or mafia, but the semi-mythical
figures which have been said to accompany UFO- and
alien-related stories. Fortean researcher John Keel was
someone who investigated this, and gathered many stories of these figures who were
reported to have the ability to appear out of nowhere – to materialize and dematerialize.
The MIB have now become part of pop culture due to the movies made after them,
however they remain a reported phenomenon in ufology.

John Edmonds recalls how the Men in Black came to his locked gate and literally
walked through it. He says they were pasty white, like they had never spent a minute
in the sun (in Arizona!), and dressed in the now famous black suit, black sunglasses
and black hat. He claims they told him to keep quiet about his story … or else.
Although he has been through harrowing ordeals, John eventually made the
decision to go public. He maintains to this day that he never wanted any of this
experience, but rather has been reluctantly pulled through it. However, he is
doing a real service to humanity by telling the truth so we can all gain a fuller
understanding of the big picture.
Thanks to John Edmonds and his wife for having the courage in the face of public
ridicule (and governmental threats) to go public with this story.
Sources:
http://www.johnedmonds.info
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/new-world-order-agenda-is-alien-agenda/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMYorwx_lic
Comment: See:
US Navy Spies Learned of Nazi Alliance with Reptilian Extraterrestrials (S4E2)
Published on Apr 4, 2016--In this exclusive interview with William Tompkins, he
reveals how U.S. Navy spies reported that Nazi Germany had reached secret
agreements with Reptilian extraterrestrials. The Reptilians acted as 'consultants'
for the Nazis' advanced aerospace technologies.
The interview was conducted in San Diego on February 25. The following extract
features Tompkins answering questions from Dr. Robert Wood and Dr. Michael Salla.
For related article, go to: http://exopolitics.org/us-navy-spies-...
Interview Transcript available here: http://exopolitics.org/interview-tran...
For Part 1 in this series of interviews, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISwN1...
Play: https://youtu.be/Ve3W35RjNGo
-----Original Message----From: Donna
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:19 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: ++ Listener Comment about a Shape Shifter and the Power of the
Lord Jesus Christ
Hi Dr Scott, Will tell you a really cool story that happened to me years ago knowing
you will appreciate the power of the Lord. My ex husband was attending a local
karate club and one of his class mates was an obvious high level witch. One night after
their karate lesson, this women was showing some of the students her abilities, the
most impressive was, manifesting from human, to a hideous looking demon. My
ex husband came home from karate telling me this bizarre story and knowing I was a
Christian, i would object to any sort of witchcraft, he suggested to me that he will
bring this women home so she can manifest in front of me. Of course I was very
alarmed and told him don't ever bring that women into my home and he needs to
stay away from her. The following week, I had forgotten about the story, and

when my husband came home from his karate class, he had brought this women
with him into my home, obviously they both had pre organised the event, and the plan
was, without my knowledge, for her to do her manifesting witchcraft trick, in front of
me. I don't know why, maybe to scare me, or to see what would happen. Anyway I
was rather annoyed at him for bringing her into my home, and being open about my
Christian beliefs, i decided to have a coffee with her, and have an open religious
discussion about God and Jesus in a sort of retaliation to their obvious disregard to my
request of 'dont bring that witch into my house'. So as my ex sat back to watch and
listen to the show, the witch and myself began a religious discussion, & didn't
take long before the women, became agitated by this topic and directed the
discussion towards bragging about how powerful she was, and how she can
transform herself into a different being. Once she said that, I became very
annoyed and demanded that she leave the house and I remember telling her
'don't you dare do that in my house". Next moment, she had instantly done it,
and one second I’m looking at her, then before my eyes, she had changed and
manifested herself into a transparent ugly evil beast looking thing, in front of me.
I was so extremely angry and righteously indignant of how dare she do that in my
house and in front of me, as if taunting me, like there was nothing I could do
about it.
So in my rage, I stood up and told her "in the name of Jesus stop doing that right
now and get out of my house". Well as soon as i said that, her great power to
manifest vanished and she was instantly returned back into human, and she ran
out of my house and never returned. i cast out every devil that may of entered
with her, and my ex husband sat there in shock and awe of what just happened,
he witnessed the power of God for himself and he stayed away from that women
after that. I don't know if that women lost her powers permanently after that, I
pray she did. The Lord have the glory and power and he taught them both a
lesson that night, and my faith in his power and might surely did grow as-well,
Praise the Lord, Amen
Many people in Iceland believe in 'hidden people' - Business Insider
It’s an oft-reported, can-you-even-believe-it fact that many people in Iceland still
believe in the possible existence of elves. This myth from the country’s folk
traditions has persisted, and the persistent suspicion that the Good Folk may still
be out there among the rocks has even led to Icelandic road and housing plans
being altered to avoid sites associated with them. Now, there’s an incredibly
detailed map that shows you exactly where such sites can be found.
Iceland’s Saga Foundation compiled and published the map last fall, linking traditional
folk tales featuring so-called Huldufólk (“hidden people”) with locations all across
the island. While deciphering the attached stories can be a challenge for those who
don’t speak Icelandic, what’s striking is the mind-blowing volume of tales mapped.

Zoom into any corner of the map and you will find an incredibly dense scattering
of sightings, stories, and legends about the hidden people, sprinkling almost all
of the island’s
under-populated
landscape with an
intricate network of
tales and supposed
elf sightings. This
past winter, a large
portion of this
unpopulated zone
was back in the
(Icelandic) news, as
campaigners,
including Björk and
her union leader father, have lobbied to have the region protected by a new
national park.
If created, the park would cover 40 percent of the entire country. If this scope
seems huge, rest assured that most of the area is empty—at least of humans. It’s not
that Icelanders are inherently any more witchy or suggestible that people from
other nations. (In fact, when it comes to religion, a recent poll suggested that no
young Icelanders even believe that a god had created the world.)
Re-routing a road to bypass a reputed fairy stone might seem somewhat
ludicrous, but the spirit behind the move—of respect, forbearance and a need to
balance human needs with those of others—is one we should all hold on to.
http://www.businessinsider.com/iceland-hidden-people-map-2016-3
Comment: for a full look at this subject see the book: “Little Creatures” at:
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=616 Caution there are some
inappropriate images in this book

